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Plaid jacket burda style magazine patterns FAQ

Materials

plaid loden cloth with plaid repeat of about 25 cm
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Step 1 — Preparation

Trace the pattern pieces from the pattern sheet. Follow lines and details for view B. Trace pocket piece from
piece 1 as a separate pattern pieceâ—� it is the same for all sizes.
Seam and hem allowances:
Seams and edges 1.5 cm (5/8 in).

Step 2 — Cutting out
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1front 2x
â—�pocket piece 2x
2back, on a fold 1x
3front band with collar 4x
4back hem band
â—�for view A, on a fold 2x
â—�for view B, with seam 4x
5sleeve 2x
6sleeve band, on a fold 2x
Lining: pocket piece.

Step 3 — Shoulder seams

Stitch shoulder seams. Stitch sleeves to front and back pieces (seam numbers 2 and 3). Press seam
allowances of sleeve joining seams onto fronts and back. Stitch fronts and back 5 mm (3/16 in) from joining
seams. Stitch side seams and sleeve seams as continuous seams â—� do not stitch across pocket openings in
side seams.

Step 4 — In-seam pockets

Pin pocket pieces right sides together with seam allowÂ¬ances of pocket opening edges â—� pocket lining
pieces in front, pocket pieces of main fabric in back. Stitch pocket pieces in place close to side seam and
along line of seam on pocket opening edges. Press seams open, pressing pocket pieces apart. Topstitch 7 mm
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(1/4 in) from front pocket opening edges and stitch horizontally at ends of pocket openings. Press pocket
pieces forward and baste to wrong side of front. To stitch pocket pieces in place, pin paper pattern piece to
front and topstitch along edges of pattern piece. Topstitch 5 mm (3/16 in) from pocket opening edges.

Step 5 — Darts

Stitch darts in outer and inner front band pieces. Centre allowance of each dart over seam and press from
wide end to point. Stitch outer and inner back hem bands to respective front bands (side seams). Stitch centre
back seam of integrated collar pieces. Press seam allowances open. Lay inner and outer band pieces right
sides facing, laying collar -pieces toÂ¬gether. Stitch along outer edge. Turn band and collar right side out.
Stitch open edges of band and collar toÂ¬gether to edges of jacket (seam numbers 6 and 8). Lay seam
allowances of joining seam onto jacket. Lay band forward and down and lay collar up. Press. Stitch fronts
and back 5 mm (3/16 in) from joining seam.

Step 6 — Sleeve bands

Stitch ends of each sleeve band together. Fold sleeve bands on marked fold line, wrong side facing in, and
press. Stitch edges of sleeve bands together to lower edges of sleeves. Press seam allowances up. Stitch
sleeves close to joining seams. Fold sleeve bands on fold line and press. Insert top halves of snap fasteners as
marked. Fold fold edge to abutting line.

Step 7 — Centre seam

Stitch centre seam on back hem band. Due to the heavier original fabric, the band with integrated collar and
the sleeve bands are not attached as a double layer. Attach each of these pieces as single layers.

Step 8 — Attach band with integrated collar

Stitch darts and seams on bands and integrated collar. Stitch outer band with collar to jacket. Press
allowances of joining seam open. Stitch inner and outer band with collar together along outer edges, right
sides facing. Turn band and collar right side out. Lay inside edge of inner band and collar flat over joining
seam without turning in. Stitch from right side of garment, along line of seam, thereby catching inner edge.

Step 9 — Sleeve bands

Stitch ends of each sleeve band together. Stitch outer half of sleeve bands to lower edges of sleeves. Press
seam allowances of joining seams open. Fold sleeve bands on fabric fold line, wrong side facing in, and
press. Lay inside edges flat over joining seams without turnÂ¬ing in. Stitch from right side of garment, along
line of seam, thereby catching inner edge.
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